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There is no scientific reason that the ashes of dead bees would prompt
the growth of hair. One must come to the conclusion that these animals
are selected for more symbolic reasons: bees are hairy, therefore they
are associated with the growth of hair. Bees and their honey are also
firmly associated with healing throughout history, so that’s sort of a
double win.
Pliny has also suggested that other products can restore hair however:
in his remedy for burns and erysipelas, Pliny suggests that burns can
be cured by “applying ashes of calcinated sea-crabs or river-crabs with
oil” and that this treatment also “restores the hair, provided the ashes
are those of river-crabs” (Pliny, 49). Restoration of hair is also
included in his sixty-six remedies and observations concerning
tortoises – “The blood of this animal also reproduces the hair when lost
through alopecy, and is curative of porrigo and all kinds of ulcerations
of the head;” (Pliny, 16).
The treatment of illnesses in Anglo-Saxon society was an interesting
combination of medicine and religious belief. While many cures
involved the preparation of herbs (such as the treatments of Bald and
Pliny, as discussed above), other cures were focussed more on
appealing to the spirits who supposedly caused the illness. Many
theories circulated around what days were the most beneficial on
which to treat patients, or what days it was most dangerous to fall ill
on. These theories were further affected by the various cycles of the
moon.
While external causes of illnesses were simple to explain, less obvious
causes baffled many doctors. These illnesses, therefore, were believed
to be the work of “evil beings, the elves, according to the creed of the
people, or the demons, according to that of the monks; or else they
were produced by the charm of the witch, or by the sinister influence
of the evil eye.” (Wright, 102). In these cases, rather than trusting the
treatment of a physical scientific cure, the doctor would endeavour to
cure the illness by performing an exorcism or counter-charm on the
patient and the spirit supposedly affecting them.

Also here is some information about remedies in Bald’s Leechbook
which isn’t necessarily relevant but it’s interesting and I need you to
know it
Bald’s Leechbook is a medical text most likely compiled in the ninth
century which instructs its reader on curing a number of ailments.
Many of the proposed cures in this text are distinctly ritualistic in their
instructions. See, for example, the proposed treatment for dog bites:
“For the bite of a mad dog: mix agrimony and plantain with honey and
the white of an egg; treat the wound with that. For the wound of a dog:
boil burdock and groundsel in butter; anoint with that. Again: bruise
betony; apply it to the bite. Again: beat plantain; apply it. Again: seethe
two or three onions; roast them on ashes; mix with fat and honey,
apply it. Again: burn a pig’s jaw to ashes; sprinkle on. Again: take
plantain root; pound it with fat; apply it to the wound so it casts out the
poison.” (Crossley-Holland, 273)
Here, we see the ritualistic preparation and application of the cure.
While certain aspects of the cure, such as the beating and application
of various herbs, were most likely included because of the healing
qualities of certain herbs, some aspects also seem to be more symbolic.
For example, in this prescription, it is specifically called for that the
jaw of a pig is burned and its ashes applied. This is likely because this
cure is for a wound caused by a dog’s bite – its jaw. Similar symbolism
is also to be found in the proposed treatment for baldness:
“If a man should be bald, the great doctor Pliny prescribes this remedy:
take dead bees, burn them to ashes – linseed also – add oil to it; seethe
very long over the coals, then strain and wring out; and take willow
leaves, pound them, pour into the oil, boil again for a while over the
coals, then strain; anoint with it after the bath… In order that hair
should not grow: take an ants’ eggs; rub them down; smear on the
place; no hair will ever come there. If hair should be too thick, take a
swallow, burn it to ashes under a tile and have the ashes sprinkled
on.” (Crossley-Holland, 274)

Cures from the Chemist:
Friars Balsam, for instance - now there was a cure for a cold in the
head. Well, it always worked with me. There you were, head over a
steaming basin of the balsam and boiling hot water, and giving off the
most pungent of steam fumes. Your head was covered with a towel, and
this fell around the basin so you got the real benefit of the curative
properties. It was very effective, but I wonder how many people use it
now.
One of the most pleasant medicines - very moreish but very
embarrassing if you succumbed to your greed - was syrup of fig. But
I’ll say no more!
Poor appetite:
If you had a poor appetite you should eat caraway seeds, and this was
an old herbal remedy which went on to say “They will expel wind and
relieve flatulence.”
Something in your eye:
I was visiting some friends in [location] and we got talking about oldfashioned remedies, sparked off by one of the company getting
something in her eye. As we all do, she started to rub it, and one of her
friends stopped her, saying “let that eye alone and rub the other one!”
Apparently, her granny passed on this tip. Whether it worked or not I
couldn’t say, but eventually the eye cleared.
Sleeplessness:
If you suffer from sleeplessness, all you had to do as place a vessel of
cold water near your head and it gave you quiet and relief.
Hiccups:
One cure for hiccups which I had never heard before was to drink a
half-teaspoonful of vinegar. Keep your arms in an upright position for a
minute or so afterwards, until you feel the hiccups have gone.

Some Remedies for which I Couldn’t Find Fun Info but I Think
You’ll Like Them Anyway
[quotes from recording]
Cough:
When you had a hacking cough, your mother used to make up balls of
butter rolled in sugar, and they were a real pleasure to take.
Headache:
If you had a bilious headache in the morning, the juice of a lemon
without sugar was recommended.

???:
Older people talk of the spring remedy for giving the blood a good
tune-up of sulphur and treacle.
Stomach pains:
But to go back to my tum, rubber hot water bottles were not so
numerous. Nor, indeed, were they very safe in those days. And they
were only the big hot water bottles (many, by the way, made in
Portobello). Now, this was a rather [heavy?] item to place on a small
stomach, and mother had to use hot plates. And they used to head these
in the oven or the fire and place them on the spot. I don’t know whether
this cured the ache, but it seemed to put you off to sleep.
Toothache:
Now, toothache used to be a dreadful ailment and if it happened in the
night, your poor mum and dad had a rather trying time. Burns had
named the toothache well: the hell o’ all diseases, for really the only
cure was to have it out. I remember there were two cures or, rather,
easements, because often it happened at a time of day that it was late.
And one of these easements was whiskey, and the other tincture of
myrrh. Your mum used to put a little of the whiskey into an egg cup,
wet her finger in the liquid and spread it ‘round the gum where the
offender lurked. Same with tincture of myrrh: egg cup, wet finger, and
onto the gum. And the next day: to the dentist!
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